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SUMMARY 

 

 
 

The 54
th
 issue of the Bulletin ―Ukrainian Religious Studies‖ consists such thematic 

blocks: 

1. Philosophy of Religion 

2. Confessiology of Religion 

3. History of Religion 

4. History of Religion in Ukraine 

 

In the rubric ― Philosophy of Religion‖ there are in particular the following papers: 

V.Klimov ―Western skepticism and intellectual progress as dissent (religious aspect)‖; 

A.Gorkusha ―Theoretical and epistemological understanding of B.Lobovyk religious 

consciousness‖; A.Yakovenko ―Features of ecclesiological dialectics of M.Tareeva‖; 

G.Khrystokin ―Doctrine of the Knowledge of God in the Intellectual Intuitionalism 

by G. Florovskyi‖; I.Papayani ―Designing of religious identity. The science of 

religion analysis‖. 
In the rubric ―Confessiology of Religion‖ there are in particular the following 

papers: P.Yarotskyi ―The Catholic concept of integral human development as a 

manifestation of secular and sacred relationship in a globalized world‖; Yu.Nedzel'ska ―The 

theological comprehension of a life of orthodox laymen in a society‖; A.Oleksenko ―Socio-

psychological factor and the adaptive potential Neo-Christian cult: Ukrainian context‖; 

O.Kozerod ―History and Modern Religious Anti-Semitism: Modern English Historiography 

of Terrorism‖; S.Geraskov ―Religious and philosophical component of Japanese budo (on 

the example of aikido)‖. 

In the rubric ―History of Religion‖ there are in particular the following paper: 

P.Pavlenko "Jew Jesus of Nazareth – the founder-eschatological Messianic branch of 

Judaism (Jewish and Judaic orientation of Primary-Christianity doctrine and anti-Semitic 

overtones in the New Testament)"; N.Nedzel‘ska ―The problem of women freedom in 

theological concepts Avraamistic religions‖; M.Cherenkov ―Christian dimensions of 

democracy in the history of Western civilization and historiosophical Religious Studies 

reflections‖; M.Halichenko ―The problem of Church and State symphony through the prism 

of ideology "Moscow - the Third Rome"‖. 

In the rubric ―History of Religion in Ukraine‖ there are in particular the following 

papers: V.Shevchenko ―Visits of Patriarch of Moscow and All Russia Cyril to Ukraine as 

examination of its citizens on the spiritual and historical maturity‖; S.Kovtsunyak and 

M.Zastavecskogo ―Ideological and meaningful accents icons Ukrainian baroque‖; 

R.Sheretyuk ―The possessions of the rank of Saint Vasyliy the Great in the educational 

sphere and the attitude of Russian autocracy to them at the and of 18th century – the first of 

the third part of the 19th century‖; O.Buravskyi  ―The Roman Catholic Clergy of the Right-

Bank Ukraine in the Repressive Policy of Russian Autocracy in the 30s XIXth‖; 

V.Nikolayenko ―Methods and facilities of fight against religious communities of protestants 

in the 50-60th years of ХХ century in Ukraine‖. 


